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Abstract
TRANSITECTS was aiming at developing and implementing attractive rail products and systems to disburden traffic bottlenecks in
the Alps and to mitigate related negative effects of traffic. TRANSITECTS elaborated numerous measures for this purpose. The
main content of TRANSITECTS has been the development of additional transalpine pilot products for combined transport. At the
end of the project the status of the processed pilot projects is different: The output reaches from feasibility studies via implementable
concepts to signed declarations of intent or initiative test-trains. Amongst others a new shuttle-service between Mortara and Savona
and a wagonload-service in the region of Salzburg were implemented. Apart from that,TRANSITECTS designed innovative concepts
that aim to improve the functionality of intermodal nodes. For instance a cooperation agreement regarding the development of the
logistic node Villach-Fürnitz as a common dry port for the North Adriatic Port Association (NAPA) was signed. Additionally
TRANSITECTS developed an environmental model, strengthened cooperation between public authorities and the logistic sector
across borders and enhanced attention for the necessity to implement a shift to the railway system.
TRANSITECTS thus took important steps for a better transport organisation in the Alpine Space: new offers and optimised
intermodal processes strengthen attractiveness and functionality of the railway system for freight transport.

Relevance
The Alps are a transit area and at the same time an obstacle in the European transport network. A continuously growing traffic
amount has to concentrate on a limited number of alpine passes. Still most of this traffic is running on the road – overcharged
transport corridors and related problems like noise or air pollution are the result.
Capacity bottlenecks become joint problems given that flows of traffic across the Alps connect and affect a large number of
countries and regions. Therefore intensive transnational cooperation between the affected regions forms the basis for the
development of sustainable solutions.
European transport policy addresses the necessity for cooperation with the implementation of a transeuropean transport network.
TEN-T guidelines lay a basis for the development of common transport axes and identify priority areas such as enhancing the
sustainability of freight transport and promoting intermodality. More basically, the objectives of European transport policy are stated
in the European Commission’s White Paper. One important goal is e. g. a maximum possible shift to environmentally friendly
transport modes, particularly on congested corridors. Not least, these aims are supported within the framework of the Alpine
Convention.
Dependable corridors ensure the accessibility and connection of regions and give impetus for development. Due to this regional
impact, structural and cohesion policy supports transport policy goals.

Key Achievements
- Analyses of Cross-Alpine-Freight Transport (CAFT) data in regard to transported goods. Several maps, tables and reports are
available. In-depth analysis also available for the Brenner-Corridor.
- Analyses of handling technologies that are currently on the market.
- Analyses of the Slovenian transport system.
- Concepts for train services in transalpine combined transport. These new services may connect economically strong regions in
northern Italy, Slovenian ports and hubs and important economic locations in southern Germany with each other. Partly they also
include additional antennas to northern Germany. TRANSITECTS elaborated 13 concrete ideas for unaccompanied train offers and
4 concepts for accompanied transport services. All concepts are theoretically implementable as they fit perfectly in the existing
system and are able to use spare capacities.
- Environmental model for the calculation of the potential reduction of emissions of new train services.
- Concepts proposing ideas for functionality improvements of intermodal nodes (e. g. for Villach-Fürnitz, Hubs in Veneto Region and
Salzburg).
- Intensified discussion process about shifting traffic from road to rail - encouraged by several public events.
- New contact networks between public authorities, train operators and transporting economy.
- Strengthened transnational network between partners.
- Several publicity outputs - e. g. final report including a description of all project results.

Lessons Learnt
TRANSITECTS underlined that an early and direct involvement of the market is necessary to achieve a remarkable shift of transport
to the railway system. Convincing operators and enterprises to use or implement new rail related transport opportunities is the most
crucial part of a sustainable transport organisation. An important argument for market actors is of course the price; but,
environmental benefits get more and more important.
Furthermore TRANSITECTS confirmed that we do not only and necessarily need new infrastructures. For an immediate
improvement of the traffic situation, a better use of existing capacities could already bring enormous benefits.
Another important truth is that political approaches are highly relevant for a shift of traffic from road to rail. E. g. the TRANSITECTS
Brenner study showed that the driving ban in Tyrol had remarkable effects on the situation on the road.
A really important lesson learnt is that bringing actors together and encouraging discussion between them can bring enormous
effects while taking minimum efforts. The TRANSITECTS pilot projects dealing with the intermodal hubs in Villach-Fürnitz or
Salzburg or with a new train service between Baden-Wurttemberg and the Ligurian ports reveal this fact very impressively.
Stakeholder got to know each other’s potentials and demands and found sustainable solutions for common benefit.

Replication / Roll out
TRANSITECTS elaborated very concrete products and concepts for the improvement of intermodal transport in the Alpine Space. As
transport chains go beyond the Alpine Space, TRANSITECTS already had partners from outside (e.g. Stuttgart, Berlin-Brandenburg)
involved in the project. By cooperating with other European projects TRANSITECTS ideas were indeed sometimes considered in a
larger context. General approaches and ideas could and should be transferred to other geographical areas, connections and nodes.
A larger context could effect in even more opportunities of new intermodal services for the Alpine Space and beyond. Thus it
strengthens transport alternatives to the road in the long term.
For feeding results into policy making a very close cooperation between public authorities and the market is necessary.
Based on the idea that cooperation is a key for the establishment of sustainable transport products policy should encourage
cooperation beyond borders in regard to transport planning. For instance when establishing and implementing the European Core
Network, cooperation platforms should play a central role.

